Verification of the diagnostic strategy for anterior mediastinal tumors.
For thymic epithelial tumors (TETs), the National Comprehensive Cancer Network guideline has suggested that complete excision of the tumor should be performed without a preoperative biopsy when resectable. However, little evidence has been provided to support this strategy. The purpose of this study was to review our diagnostic process and to evaluate the validity of radical resection of anterior mediastinal masses (AMMs) without pathological confirmation. A total of 254 patients underwent surgical resection for AMMs between 2004 and 2015. This study included 181 patients with likely TETs according to clinical features, serum levels of tumor markers and autoimmune-antibodies, and radiological findings. In addition, AMMs likely TETs were classified into resectable or unresectable tumors. We retrospectively reviewed the diagnostic process of those patients and validated surgical resection of AMMs without a definitive diagnosis. Among 254 patients, 181 were suspected of having a TET based on the serum levels of tumor markers and autoimmune-antibodies and the radiological findings. Of them, 157 patients were deemed resectable and underwent surgical resection without histological confirmation, and 144 (92%) were diagnosed with TETs in the final pathological examinations. In 13 patients with non-TETs, the tumors were difficult to differentiate from TETs by imaging and clinical findings alone. A total of 92% of patients suspected of having a TET and who underwent complete resection without pathological confirmation were accurately diagnosed and properly treated. Surgical resection without a definitive diagnosis was feasible in patients suspected of having a TET when they were considered resectable.